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Within this project, I have used language that is not sexually
inclusive; for instance, I have written "man" instead of
"man/woman," "mankind" instead of "humankind." My intention is
not to insult either gender, but the use of sexually inclusive
language seems very awkward to me. In my opinion and due to my
patriarchal beliefs, sometimes the sexually inclusive language is
less than appropriate. Again, I intend to exclude no gender in my
language. My use of man, mankind, etc. has implications to also
include the female gender.

INTRODUCTION
In the year 1913, the great literary artist, Albert Camus,
was born in Algeria.

Camus spent his life in Algeria and France

contemplating the difficult questions of life. He has been known
as a philosopher, existentialist, journalist, politician,
husband, and father;

however, by those people whom Camus touched

personally, he was regarded as a warm, sensitive, yet ordinary
man.

In Algeria, Camus was a high school scholarship student

under the influence of Louis Germain.

He continued to study

literature and philosophy at the University of Algeria under his
mentor, Jean Grenier.

From the age of seventeen until his death,

Camus was plagued with tuberculosis.
divorced the next year.
to politics;

He married at twenty and

The early part of his career was devoted

he joined the Communist Party for a few years and

worked for a communist publication because he wanted to alleviate
suffering and injustice in the world.

In 1937, during the height

of his career, he began publishing his literary/philosophical
works and essays.

After he remarried in 1940, he went to France

to finish some novels but became exiled from Algeria due to the
Occupation of France in World War II.
majority of his Absurd works.

In France he published the

In 1957 he modestly accepted the

Nobel prize for literature in stockholm.

At the end of his

career, Camus became heavily involved with the theatre.

He

adapted several great literary pieces for the stage and continued
to write and direct plays for several years.

Camus was writing

Le Premier Homme, an autobiography, one year before his death. In
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1960, Camus was killed in an automobile accident on his way to
Paris. His sudden death is an ironic example of the Absurd.
Camus died when he was only forty-six (Ellison 1-18).
Camus' contemporaries were shocked at Camus' abrupt and
ridiculous death.

Brian Masters notes that many of his

contemporaries labelled him as a "joyous, funloving, personal,
passionate, caring, and compassionate" person (9).

Albert Camus

devoted his life and writings to discover the purpose of man's
existence.

Unfortunately, Camus was killed before he could

finish the quest to resolve his questions about life.
In Camus' literary works, he discusses that Absurd condition
of man's existence. Masters says that through his writings, Camus
gives respect to man because he deserves it.

He asserts that

Camus realizes the tragic nature of man's fate, and that his
writings are intended to console man so that he will not be
misled by any hopes of myths or deities (2,3).

Camus said, "I

continue to believe that this world has no ultimate meaning.

But

I know that something in it has meaning, and that is man, because
he is the only creature to insist on having one" (qtd. in Masters
2).

Camus' career became an example of his devotion to mankind.

He sought to right wrongs and offer solace to those with grief by
proving that honesty and a love of life bring peace to life.
Even though Camus wrote about subjects that seem depressing
and full of despair, he denies that they represent pessimism.
Camus said pessimism "lies not in acknowledging the injustice,
cruelty, and absurdity which governs the world, but in giving
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one's assent to them" (Masters 2).

His refusal to submit to the

injustices of the world is the central idea that pervades all of
his works.

Camus rejected himself as a philosopher and did not

want to be grouped with existentialists such as Dostoevsky,
Kierkegaard, or Kafka.

In all his endeavors, Camus proves that

he is an ordinary man that speaks for ordinary people with the
"gift of vivid and persuasive expression" (Masters 2).

Camus'

exploration of man's condition in the world proves that he is
also a deeply sensitive and intellectual man.
This project explores the novels, essays, and journals of
Albert Camus.

Camus' concern with the Absurd in the world and

man's reactions to it is discussed in each of these chapters.
The chapter on The Myth of Sisyphus (1942) discusses Camus'
thorough account of the philosophy of the Absurd.

The following

two chapters deal with the major themes of the novels The
Stranger (1942) and The Plague (1947).

Masters says that in

Camus' novels, all of his characters are an extension of him and
his views;

they do not live independently of one another (12).

Camus develops his views of the Absurd through his characters as
they encounter the Absurd, and he uses literary techniques, such
as a highly dramatic style, symbolism, irony, and foreshadowing,
to demonstrate the Absurdity within the world.

Camus' use of

literary techniques enhances specific aspects of his philosophy.
In the novels, the literary techniques enhance the Absurd ideas
found in the world and the Absurd behaviors of characters;
provide a mental view of the Absurd for man;
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they

they demonstrate

the human desire for meaning in life;

and they reveal the

characters' motivations to face the Absurd.

The last chapter

discusses Camus' personal account, in his journals, of his
discovery and reaction to the Absurd of the world.

The unifying

subject of this project is the recognition and demonstration of
Camus' continuous struggle and explanation of his philosophy of
the Absurd throughout his published works.
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THE MYTH OF SISYPHUS

Although The Stranger was published before The Myth of
Sisyphus in 1942, The Myth of Sisyphus is the actual work that
explains the philosophy of the Absurd.

The Stranger was

published to provide an example of the Absurd.

Perhaps Camus

wanted to shock the public and cause them to think about the
Absurd in life before he gave them The Myth of Sisyphus which
would later explain The Stranger.

In the collection of essays

within The Myth of Sisyphus, Camus discusses questions concerning
life.

He explains his idea of the Absurd and then continues to

thoroughly develop his philosophy.

He presents methods for

modern man so that he can effectively deal with the Absurd world.
Camus concludes by providing a mythological example of man versus
the Absurd human condition in which he explains the parallel
between Sisyphus and modern man.
The style of Camus' essays is rather difficult to follow.
He presents an idea and then finds ways to avoid discussing it.
Camus refers to many philosophers whose ideas seem to confuse
instead of clarify that which he is explaining. Critic Donald
Lazere notices that The Myth of Sisyphus is a difficult piece of
work because of all its "dense construction, digressive asides,
elliptical jumps between sentences, cryptic aphorisms, and
lengthily sustained arguments" (130);

for instance, the

following passage is very cryptic and difficult:
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"1 already know

that thought has at least entered those deserts.
its bread.
on phantoms.

There it found

There it realized that it had been previously feeding
It justified some of the most urgent themes of

human reflection" (22).

However, Lazere also states that the

book is rather compelling to read because of its dramatic
techniques like the "buildings of narrative tension and dynamic
modulations in tone" (131).

Camus' tone and subjects are

intriguing enough to make the essays a success;

this point

emphasizes that what Camus has to say is more important than the
style in which he chooses to write.
Camus begins the first essay with the question of whether or
not life is worth living (3).

He believes that all other

questions about life are secondary to this fundamental question;
To determine the answer, Camus decides to explore the question
"what is the meaning of life?" (4).

For Camus, this question "is

the most urgent of questions" (4).

Before discussing the meaning

of life, Camus proposes a situation.

He assumes that life has no

meaning and then discusses why a man would consider suicide.

He

states, "killing yourself amounts to confessing that ... [life] is
not worth the trouble" (5).

A man who commits suicide recognizes

"the absence of any profound reason for living, the insane
character of that daily agitation, and the uselessness of
suffering" (6).

The reason Camus proposes the option of suicide

is that he is about to discuss his idea of the Absurd.

Camus

realizes how bleak and grim the Absurd is so he gives man an
immediate answer to the Absurd - suicide.
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Once he proposes

suicide as an answer, he prepares to prove that it is
unacceptable in the face of the Absurd;

in an Absurd world,

suicide becomes an acceptance instead of a denial of the
Absurdity.
Camus introduces his concept of the Absurd:
In a universe suddenly divested of illusions
and lights, man feels an alien, a stranger.
His exile is without remedy since he is
deprived of the memory of a lost home or the
hope of a promised land. This divorce
between man and his life ... is properly
the feeling of absurdity (6).
He believes that man recognizes the Absurd when he becomes
conscious of his meaningless existence in the world and of the
unimportance of his daily actions.

Once a man becomes tired of

all the mental and physical routines in his life, he begins to
notice the Absurdities in his existence;

those "flashes of

reality" come to him in the oddest places and at the oddest
times (11-16).

Man also

recognizes the Absurd when he feels

that the world becomes strange and inhuman.
recognizes the

beauty in nature;

He no longer

he views the world for what it

is - strange and incoherent.
When man is faced with the Absurd, he re-evaluates all that
he knows to be true.

His beliefs, morals, and even his existence

become questionable to him.

Camus says that at first man wants

to be able to distinguish between what is true and what is false
in the world (16).

Camus asserts that man will find a world of

contradictions and paradoxes in his search.

But he will continue

and persevere to find truths in life because "the mind's deepest
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desire, even in its most elaborate operations, parallels man's
unconscious feeling in the face of his universe:

it is an

insistence upon familiarity, an appetite for clarity .... That
nostalgia for unity, that appetite for the absolute illustrates
the essential impulse of the human drama" (17).

Man

unconsciously searches for meaning in the world.
As man tries to understand the world and find "clarity" or
meaning in it, he reduces the concept of the universe into
thoughts he can comprehend.

These thoughts such as "I know this

to be true," "I understand this," and "I can feel ... I can touch
this" are really less clear than man realizes.

Camus says they

are full of contradictions, and this causes man to realize that
he is absolutely aware and certain of nothing.

In the midst of

the Absurd, he finds no truth. Camus notices that man becomes a
stranger to himself since he can not reconcile the void between
being sure of something and supporting it with feelings of
assurance (19).

Man begins to recognize that life is a futile

cycle of knowing nothing.

Camus insists that the cycle of

Absurdity is that man starts with knowledge and assurance but
finishes with hypotheses and a lack of coherence (19-20).
Camus acknowledges that the next progressive step that man
takes in his quest for the meaning of life is the acceptance of
the Absurd.

Camus states that "in this unintelligible and

limited universe, man's fate henceforth assumes its meaning .... ln
his recovered and now studied lucidity, the feeling of the Absurd
becomes clear and definite" (21).
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Man realizes that he is linked

to the world only through the Absurd and always will be linked
because of his "irrational and ... wild longing for
clarity ... [that] echoes in the human heart" (21). Critic Nathan
Scott states that man accepts futility and Absurdity when "the
mind's hunger for coherence is countered by the irremediable
incoherence of existence" (20).

Camus states that when man is

aware of the Absurd "it becomes a passion" (22).

He is forever

trying to reconcile the Absurdity of the confrontation of the
"human nostalgia" (the longing for happiness and reason) with the
"unreasonable silence of the world" (28).
Once man accepts the Absurd, Camus proposes what he should
and should not do.

In the middle of the essays Camus explains

that he believes that "life will be lived all the better if it
has no meaning" (53).

To the man who is determining whether life

has meaning or not, and thereby deciding to commit suicide or
not, Camus says that man should forget suicide because Camus
believes life is more fulfilling without any meaning or
significance.

Camus decides that suicide is an unacceptable

response to the Absurd (53).

Nathan Scott reiterates Camus'

decision in his statement that if man can not resolve the
question of his existence by "fleeing from existence," then man
must choose to exist in the Absurd and do it with dignity and
honor (21).
As an alternative to suicide, Camus endorses resistance to
the Absurd;

"one of the only coherent philosophical positions is

thus revolt .... Metaphysical revolt extends awareness to the whole
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of experience" (54).

He insists that consciousness and revolt

are what man should consider.

He states that "it is essential to

die unreconciled and not of one's own free will" (55).
should live to keep battling the Absurd.

Man

"The absurd is his

extreme tension for he knows that in that consciousness and in
that day to day revolt he gives proof of his ... truth, which is
defiance" (55).
Camus understands that in man's journey to revolt against
the Absurd, he learns many things about the human condition.
Absurd teaches man to have an indifference to the future.
Absurd teaches that all experiences are unimportant;
great amount of experiences can give man wisdom.

The

The

only a

Man learns that

beyond the world lies "collapse and nothingness" (60).

Camus

explains that for a man to live in the Absurd is for him to live
in harmony without a future and without weaknesses in a world
without a god.

Man learns always to think clearly and never

sustain any hope (92).
Camus recognizes that even after accepting the Absurd, man
will always strive for meaning and purpose;

hence, Camus

suggests that man turns to "creation" or art to remain conscious
of his desire to live.

Man uses art to express his experiences.

In the face of the Absurd, Camus says that man must be willing to
describe the experience through art, but not be tempted to
explain the experience or solve any of life's problems in his
art.

Camus provides two examples in the novels The stranger and

The Plague;

the characters, Meursault and Rieux, do not try to
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explain their circumstances or solve the problems they face, such
as injustice within the courtroom and the unfairness of the
plague's wrath to children.
experiences.

They simply describe their

They are relating the Absurd in their descriptions

of their lives.
Camus insists that man's works of art are evidence of his
dignity.

They are his revolt against his condition.

They

sustain his desire to persevere in the futile cycle of life. They
also help man to encounter his "naked-reality" - his existence
(115).
At the end of Camus' discussion of the Absurd, he emphasizes
that "the Absurd is essentially a divorce" (22).

Camus gives a

summary of what man can and can not have in the face of the
Absurd;

man can possess freedom, diversity, intelligence, an

acceptance of death, the desire to revolt, and a passion for the
beauty of nature.

Unfortunately, man can not believe in hope,

transcendence, a future, or a god (31).

Camus states that man

can not escape the Absurd and that "there can be no absurd
outside the human mind .... The absurd ends with death ... There can
be no absurd outside this world, either" (31).
Absurd is essential.

The notion of the

It is a truth.

The Myth of Sisyphus ends with Camus' interpretation of the
Greek myth of Sisyphus.

Camus demonstrates how Sisyphus

parallels modern man in his struggle with the Absurd.

Camus

describes Sisyphus as one who "teaches the higher fidelity [of
starting from the bottom and working to the top without a reward]
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that negates the gods and raises rocks" (91). Sisyphus is bound
to roll a rock up a hill that inevitably returns to the ground.
This monotonous cycle is a parallel to man's struggle for
greatness during his life.

Like Sisyphus, man makes his own

destiny or fate from day to day, that climb up the hill as he
pushes his rock.

Man and Sisyphus are content as they strive to

reach the top, but toward the end of the journey both realize
that they are not going to reach their goals.

This persistent

quest for the meaning in life which always ends without a reward
causes man to feel incomplete and unfulfilled.

Camus writes that

"the workman of today works everyday in his life at the same
tasks, and this fate is no less absurd.

But it is tragic only at

the rare moments when it becomes conscious" (90).

He explains

that like Sisyphus and Tarrou of The Plague, man will never reach
his full potential or his hopes.

Camus states that the journey,

the "pushing of the rock," is what gives man the greatest joy;
"the struggle itself toward the heights is enough to fill a man's
heart ... One must imagine Sisyphus happy" (91); therefore, Camus
"imagines" that man is happy during his entire journey to find
the meaning in life.
Camus uses examples like Sisyphus to demonstrate to man his
Absurd condition.

As an author and philosopher, he feels

compelled to enlighten man and bring him to a self-awareness.

He

gives men other novels alongside The Myth of Sisyphus, such as
The Stranger and The Plague, to show the "nakedness of man facing
the Absurd" and to show that "the Absurd teaches nothing"
12

(Notebooks B 24). Camus claims that the teaching of the Absurd is
"a definite progress" (Notebooks

B

24);

therefore, he continues

to outline the human condition in his novels at the same time
that he develops the notion of the Absurd.
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THE STRANGER

During his lifetime, Camus perfected the philosophy of the
Absurd, although he resented the labeling of it as a philosophy.
In all his works, Camus incorporates existentialism while also
presenting the feeling of the Absurd.

He insists that novels are

not a medium for preaching, but a medium where grave matters are
handled "comically" and "lightly," as if felt at a distance (King
57);

Camus refers to this novel as an "exercise in objectivity,

the impersonal working out of the logical results of the
philosophy of the absurd" (qtd. in Thody 113). The Absurd
emphasizes man's freedom, a freedom where no good or bad choices
can be made.

Man's desires conflict with the indifference of the

universe (King 56).

The primary absurdity, Sartre states, is the

split between man's search for unity and the conflict between
mind and nature and the split between man's affinity with
infinity and the finite character of his existence (109).

When

writing of the Absurd, Camus deals with chance, death, the truth
in nature, the beauty in nature, the desire to revolt, and the
unintelligibility of reality.

Everyone of these characteristics

is apparent in The stranger.
Initially, Camus' desires were to create a novel that
praised nature, a hymn or a piece of work as eloquent as
Mozart's, yet he realized that he did not want to exclude human
tragedy since it exists as much as nature's beauty.

Thody states

that Camus' aim in this novel was to "reduce the sum total of
14

human suffering" (119).

Most importantly, Camus wanted to

present the feeling of his philosophy on the Absurd.

He

published The stranger before publishing The Myth of Sisyphus in
order to present to the public the feeling of the Absurd prior to
the facts and explanation of the philosophy as presented in The
Myth.

Camus desires that man reads this novel and becomes

disorientated and divorced from any reality of which he knows.
He must recognize that reality means that life exists and death
is approaching;

Camus believes that these are the only truths,

and abstractions no longer exist.
goals, and longings.
vanishes.

Man must extinguish all hope,

Meaning becomes opaque and significance

Man is left with the universe, himself, and death.

Camus writes in this novel that we think we choose our fate, but
"one and the same fate was bound to 'choose' not only me but
thousands of millions of privileged people" - that fate is only
death (152).
Although many critics would describe Albert Camus' The
Stranger as a bizarre compilation of events which seem to lack
coherence, the novel is actually a refreshing attempt to place a
philosophical idea into action - the action of everyday living.
Camus creates a situation with which all of his readers can
identify:

a character with a banal job, who occupies his time in

his apartment and at a local cafe.

Friends come, visit, and

leave. Sleep ensues after dining.

The next day, the character

works again, dines again, and sleeps.
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Simplistically, this

description outlines a common human being's everyday life, but
amidst the ordinary living, humans tend to fill their days with
purpose, goals, and significance.

However, in The stranger,

Albert Camus attempts to portray a being who fills his days with
common diversions while obliterating all meaning and significance
of every activity. Camus' character does not willfully choose to
exclude meaning and purpose in his actions, because purpose and
meaning are alien to him. He does not know why he does something
or what is the significance of his actions' ramifications.

He

does not even entertain feelings or ideas that most people enjoy.
This protagonist subscribes wholly to the notion of the Absurd.
From the beginning of the novel, the protagonist uses
sporadic and simplistic dialogue, and he does not reflect on the
higher meanings of life.
set or discussed;

No transcendence occurs;

no goals are

the protagonist does not search his soul or

contemplate the religious possibilities of the universe;

in

other words, Camus presents man with a day by day situation that
he can understand without presenting any emotions, sentiments, or
reflections in his protagonist to which man can relate.

Camus

abruptly presents the world of the Absurd, and he intends for man
to come to his own conclusion about the existence of the Absurd
by the end of the novel.

Jean-Paul Sartre beautifully describes

the Absurd of The stranger:
The stranger, a work detached from a life,
unjustified and unjustifiable, sterile,
momentary, already forsaken by its author,
abandoned for other present things. And
that is how we must accept it, as a brief
communion between two ... the author and
16

the reader, beyond reason, in the realm of the
absurd (112).
The stranger depicts a young French Algerian in a populated
town. At the beginning of the novel,

Meursault, the young man,

experiences the death of his mother.

He attends the funeral and

meets Perez who is his mother's best friend in the elderly home.
Meursault lives alone in a high-rise, but daily encounters his
strange neighbors, Salamano and Raymond.

Over several hot summer

days, Meursault is befriended by Raymond, a neighborhood pimp,
who utilizes Meursault to escape the enmity of the Arab brothers
of an Arab prostitute he recently "beat-up."

Unknowingly,

Meursault becomes involved in a heated battle between Raymond and
the Arabs.

While visiting some of Raymond's friends at their

beach house, Meursault is attacked by the hostile Arabs.

Under

the influence of the sizzling hot sun, Meursault returns to the
site of the ambush and is mesmerized into shooting the Arab
brother, not one, but five times.

Meursault claims that the

sun's glint off of the Arab's knife and the pounding pressure of
the sweltering sun causes him to fire the five shots.

Meursault

undergoes imprisonment after a trial in which Camus parodies the
prosecutor.
for him:

During the trial Meursault's other friends testify

Celeste, the owner of Meursault's favorite cafe;

Marie, Meursault's "girlfriend" of a few weeks;
from the elderly home;

Raymond;

Salamano;

the doorkeeper

Perez; and Masson,

the beach house owner. The novel concludes one year after
Meursault's

imprisonment, where Meursault still awaits his

execution - decapitation in the public square;
17

nevertheless,

Meursault finally realizes what is important to him right before
his death:

happiness, the approach of death, and the realization

that nothing exists, not even God, other than the simple
pleasures in nature.
Philip Thody calls this novel a very controlled piece of
work in which each idea and event has a unique and independent
existence of its own (114).
dramatic style.

In The stranger, Camus uses a highly

The specific literary techniques that he uses

throughout the novel relay very precise meanings.

He

incorporates symbolism, irony, and foreshadowing to expound on
the Absurd.

Camus chooses these techniques in order to enhance

the Absurd ideas and behaviors, to provide man a mental image of
the Absurd, to demonstrate how man tries to find meaning in life
against the Absurd, and to demonstrate the protagonist's
motivation to face the Absurd.

The most distinctive element in Camus' novels is his highly
dramatic style.

This technique is most effective in its

presentation of the Absurd.

Camus' style resembles a "quest" in

which he discovers his feelings and expressions toward the world.
Sartre contrasts Camus' style with that of Kafka because Camus'
technique is a report of lucid views beyond which nothing is
hidden.

He points out that Camus is not trying to say anything

beyond what is printed, and the text appears difficult only
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because of the numerous views and the lack of transition between
them (116).
Critic Adele King calls Camus' style an art that separates
man from the story to remind him that it is only fiction.

The

odd way that Camus starts chapter one is an example of the
dramatic style enhancing absurd behavior and absurd ideas;

the

novel begins as if it were a diary entry or a monologue between
Meursault and himself:

"Mother died today. Or, maybe, yesterday;

1 can't be sure" (1).

Unusual chapter beginnings are accompanied

by a lack of transition between thoughts and days, for one day
begins and another ends without discussion.

The stranger is not

a diary, but Meursault's use of past tense insinuates that he is
reflecting back in his life.

The novel appears to be a

retrospective account at times;

for example, Meursault states

that "1 even had an impression that the dead body in their midst
meant nothing at all to them.
mistaken about this" (King 59).

But now

1

suspect that

1

was

By having Meursault reflect on

his past, Camus demonstrates how the Absurd in life is always
present.

Meursault realizes the Absurdities in his past and

present.
The medium that allows man to interpret and to judge
Meursault is the text; therefore, Camus influences man's judgment
of Meursault through his dramatic style and tone.

Camus

purposefully creates situations that not only give man a mental
framework of the Absurd, but that also allow him to condemn
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Meursault;

for example, Meursault states facts without comment

or analysis.

He appears to be an outsider in the community, and

he spends time noting tiny, intricate details of nature, "sensory
impressions,"

instead of dealing with his emotions.

As an

example, while in jail and facing execution, Meursault recalls
the objects and their exact positions within his apartment
instead of the value of his life and the important, meaningful
events of his life (King 47).

Camus, though, indirectly

indicates that Meursault possesses more complicated feelings than
might appear from his detached method of narration. In another
part of the novel, Meursault has insinuating comments

which are

meant to reflect back to a situation where initially Meursault
did not reveal his emotions; for instance, at his mother's
funeral he said nothing to indicate emotion, loss, or grief;
however, when he views Salamano beating his dog, he makes a
comment that refers to a relationship between his mother and him:
"I told him that, so far as I knew, they kept stray dogs in the
pound for three days, waiting for their owners to call for them.
After that they disposed of the dogs as they thought fit .... For
some reason, I don't know what,

I

began thinking of Mother" (50).

Meursault insinuates his feelings but chooses not to explore
them.

Later in the novel man understands that Meursault is not

the immoral monster that society says, but only a man who decides
not to

explain or discuss that which he can not describe clearly

- love, hate, any emotion (King 50).
King states exactly the essence of Camus' style;
20

he

restates Champigny's opinion that during the novel Meursault
appears to be retelling his experience from prison and that he
emphasizes the sensations that he felt during the events because
through these sensations comes the only truths in life: the
acceptance of the destiny of death. However, "we are left with a
realization that the novel [and Meursault] is an artificial
pattern imposed upon an experience" (59). The pattern is the
highly dramatic style, and the experience is nothing other than
the Absurd. King's assertion is correct because Camus takes an
idea and molds it into reality by using a protagonist that
encounters the Absurd at the same pace as man; however, the
pattern of the protagonist's dialogue which lacks emotions and
that persists with the encounter of the Absurd is initially alien
to the reader. This causes the string of ideas in the novel to
seem an "artificial" compilation.
Another aspect of Camus' style is his use of language.
Throughout the novel the dominant language is similar to that of
Hemingway:

a matter-of-fact style;

sentences;

restricted vocabulary; and a deficiency of commentary

or moral examination on the events.

short, descriptive

One other type of language

appears in only a few distinct passages, and it is a flowery,
poetic, emotional writing - "a room that smelled of darkness"
(Camus 102).

When Camus describes the majesty of nature he

utilizes this subtle but powerful language.

The stranger is

divided into two segments: 1. the death of Meursault's mother
until the murder of the Arab.

2. the trial until the last days
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of Meursault's imprisonment.

The dominant language, the short

and sporadic sentences, is found in both segments; however,

at

the end of each segment Camus uses his poetic and expressive
style to "give the novel that balance - classical order that each
artist must impose on his work' (King 61).
a

break in tone is apparent.

language becomes metaphorical:
my cheeks;

At the end of part I,

Meursault meets the Arab, and the
"The heat was beginning to scorch

beads of sweat were gathering in my eyebrows. It was

just the same sort of heat as at my mother's funeral, and I had
the same disagreeable sensations ... where all the veins seemed to
be bursting through the skin" (75).

The new tone and language

are to represent Meursault versus the universe where the sun and
its sweltering power overwhelm Meursault into firing the gun into
the Arab;

the sun is personified as an attacker.

All of the

metaphors and imagery cause the passage to have greater
significance than just that of a murder - something mysterious
(King 61).

Camus also utilizes his rare but flowery and

exuberant language at the end of part II.

Meursault has an

outburst against the prison chaplain concerning religion.

He

fervently denies the existence of any god and renounces all
meaning of any religion.

The passion and conviction in

Meursault's beliefs has been nonexistent so far in the novel.
Camus purposefully uses this language to reveal the protagonist's
motivations against society's absurd conceptions:

"I couldn't

stomach this brutal certitude .... There was a disproportion
between the judgment on which it was based and the unalterable
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sequence of events starting from the moment when that judgment
was delivered" (137).

The language is also used to demonstrate

Meursault's heightened state where he is at peace with himself
and with the approach of death.

A pattern of poetry with

reconciliation appears.
Camus' eloquent, poetic language also conveys man's struggle
for meaning in the face of the Absurd.

In the face of the

priest, Meursault is full of anger and conviction, but "this
washed me clean, emptied me of hope" (154).

He realizes that he

is happy and ready to start life allover again in the face of
death.

The indifference of the world means nothing to him.

Meursault's attitude toward life clearly emerges through Camus'
eloquent style:

"And so I learned that familiar paths traced in

the dusk of summer evenings may lead as well to prisons as to
innocent, untroubled sleep" (123).

Camus' brilliance in language

relays Meursault's motivation to live. The style gives conviction
to the idea that only physical existence matters in life and is
the only thing that can influence action in an absurd world
(Thody 113).
King asserts that Camus uses indirect methods in his
dramatic style to suggest the deeper layers of meaning in
L'Etranger (62).

Events in the novel reflect on the ambiguity of

Meursault's appearance and mentality; for example, secondary
incidents and events suggest a relationship with his mother;
imagery demonstrates a symbolic theme of a revolt against the
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universe; and a parallel of Christ and the protagonist
demonstrates

Meursault as a character opposed to society (King

62) .

Another aspect to Camus' dramatic style is the humor and
satire.

Camus' style accomplishes the important task of

portraying the ultimate forces of death, man, universe, and
truth, but the style presents them comically and satirically.
Germaine Bree claims that "Meursault, Caligula, and Clamence
integrate ... an extreme irony and an extreme humor which keeps
them clearly in the realm of fiction and out of the

realm of

'confession' or self-analysis" (42). Effectively, Camus parodies
the judicial processes of Meursault's trial, and he exaggerates
the verdict to exemplify the exaggeration of human expectations
of others (King 57). Camus parodies the entire trial of Meursault
where the Prosecutor and Magistrate are exaggerated caricatures
of the misconstrued values of society. The satire and comedy show
how the Absurd can cause man to lose his morals and accuse
innocents. The use of satire also shows how the world can be so
oppressive toward man:

it demonstrates the Absurd in the world.

Another interesting aspect of Camus' highly dramatic style
is his narrative style.

The actual language is extremely

fascinating because of Camus' acute choice of sentence structure.
Each sentence is distinct and self-contained as if it were an
instance of breath with a beginning and an end.
sentence comes "ex nihilo" from nothing.

From one to another,

each sentence is a complete and individual unit:
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The very next

"[the

journalist] had a plain, rather chunky face;

what held my

attention were his eyes, very pale, clear eyes, riveted on me,
though not betraying any definite emotion.

For a moment I had an

odd impression, as if I were being scrutinized by myself" (107).
Fortunately, a certain unity is implied among all the ideas to
give us a sense of the Absurd.

Camus links the sentences with

and, but, then, and just then;

these conjunctions suggest

addition, contradiction, or disjunction, but not coherence; in
other words, the link of the sentences is external and not
meaningful.

Camus insists on a unique, dramatic style to string

together isolated sentences, each with its own idea, to
demonstrate the Absurd. Sartre states that "all the sentences of
his book are equal to each other, just as all the absurd man's
experiences are equal" (120).
Camus' style represents a glass wall that separates the
reader and the characters. Although the wall is transparent to
all the gestures and images, it does not filter the meaning of
the actions.

This perfectly describes the Absurd.

The glass

wall is the stranger's mind, transparent to his thoughts, but not
to meanings;

therefore, the reader is left with a succession of

events that entail no meaning and significance. The events are
just linked in time, a chronological order (Sartre 118). This is
exactly what Camus is trying to develop in the mind of the reader
- the reality of the Absurd in the universe and in everyday life.
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Symbolism is the second technique that Camus utilizes in The
stranger.

The power of the symbolic images throughout the novel

is very overwhelming.

This technique vividly portrays the

essence of the Absurd because it exemplifies how man faces the
Absurd and how man concludes with purpose and desire.
descriptions of nature to be symbolic:

Camus uses

"the dusk came as a

mournful solace in the face of death" (154) - Meursault and man
feel so much freedom to start life allover again near the time
of death. Camus also uses one set of characters to symbolize
another set. The two passages concerning Salamano as he abused
his dog and the one where Raymond beat his prostitute occur in
close proximity so as to suggest a parallel.

They symbolically

represent each other and the Absurd treatment that one has for
the one he supposedly loves.

This absurd treatment also

symbolizes the relationship between Meursault and his mother.
Obviously, symbolism throughout The stranger is abundant.
The character Meursault is the most prominent symbol within
The stranger.

He represents a man who in the face of the Absurd

contains a passion.
wants to live.

He does not desire to commit suicide; he

He acknowledges no future, certainty, hope, or

abstract feelings, yet he goes on.
and this is what liberates him.

Death is a passion for him,

Sartre says that Meursault is

the "stranger confronting the world, man among man" and man
against himself, his mind, and the universe (Ill).
Meursault's purpose is to represent the Absurd and how man
deals with the Absurd in daily life.
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Meursault rids himself of

all hope;

he faces the world at the end of his life with honesty

and the desire to "start life allover again" (154).

Meursault

confronts the "benign indifference of the world" (Moseley 197).
Meursault accepts the inevitability of death and he holds no hope
for a different outcome.

He faces himself in prison and decides

to be content and happy because he knows that man can not change
the onset of death.

In the novel, he states that "all alike

would be condemned to die one day" (152), and this is why he
remains detached not only from other people (including his
girlfriend, Marie) but also from feelings and sentiments. Adele
King claims that Meursault "defends the life he has led, a life
with no transcendent value" (47).

He is just narrating what

happens exactly as it does without any commentary or sentiment.
At times his honesty is jolting since he is one to relate exactly
without "smoothing over" tragic details.

He accepts his life and

death and finds a peace with what will come.
Meursault represents the man against the universe, the
Absurd universe.

Ironically, simple things in life are what

separate Meursault and the universe, for example, 1. the
oppressive heat and humidity; 2. a preference for cafe au lait;
3. clean restroom towels at work; and 4. smoking in prison. What
Meursault desires is forbidden by the universe.
to be used against him in the world (King 57).

His desires are
Meursault might

conflict with nature, but paradoxically, nature is his only form
of pleasure.

In nature he can find truth and beauty, the simple

realities in life.

Philip Thody states that "Meursault's
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insistence to deal with the detailed perceptions of the external
world where objects illuminate him and where each detail is very
important ... is part of the expression of the absurdity of the
world (112).

Camus uses these examples to show that the universe

is against man, but man can use nature as a source of pleasure.
Meursault is one to avoid speculation, subjectiveness, and
abstraction.

He feels truth and appreciates it;

that he will not commit.

however, beyond

For example, he loves Marie's dresses

and her laugh, but he will not consent to a higher notion of
affection - love - because it is too abstract and full of
emptiness. He also will not admit to feeling grief at his
mother's funeral;

grief also is an abstraction.

Meursault is

concerned with only the "present situation," and "he uses his
intelligence only in situations that he can find certainty" (King
50).

Sartre reiterates that feelings and sentiments are "merely

the abstract unity and the meaning of discontinuous impressions"
(113).
Meursault represents a silent, reserved individual.
very taciturn in all he does.

He is

Camus writes that a true man is

one whose virility lies in what he keeps to himself. In the court
scene of The stranger, Meursault comments on a witness' remarks:
"he admitted only that I didn't waste words."

The witness

declares Meursault to be a "man," and "everyone knew what he
meant" (Sartre 113).
rebellious.

Besides being taciturn, he is also

Meursault revolts against bourgeois society because

he holds a lack of illusions and rejects the "emptiness of human
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pretence" (Thody 118).

Meursault is paralleled with other

characters who are also protagonists that revolt and say society
should be constructed on the values they hold, i.e. Sartre's
Roquentin, Malraux's Garine;
Meursault's revolt and purity.

however, none can compare to
In the face of execution, he

reveals the mask that conceals human tragedy and is still able to
have something to live for each day (Thody 118).
Meursault's approach to life is rare.

Meursault does not

understand meaning in life so he does not strive for
social/economic ambitions because these goals assume man wants to
better himself, and that insinuates a meaningful existence.
Meursault represents the belief that "it's common knowledge that
life isn't worth living any how ... this business of dying ... [is]
inevitabl[e]" (142).

Meursault's beliefs and morals do reveal

themselves at the end of the novel when he reconciles himself.
He says, "I was sure of myself, sure about everything, far surer
than he [the Chaplain]; sure of my present life and of the death
that was coming" (151).

Nothing controls him - only himself.

Sartre correctly asserts one idea about Meursault:

even though

man is familiar with the Absurd, Meursault still remains
mysterious.

"He exists; we don't understand or judge him.

He

lives and that's all" (Sartre 114).
The representation of Meursault as the pagan hero, the
antichrist figure, or the existential hero is very significant in
The stranger.

Moseley (198) and King (51) outline the comparison

between the Christ and antichrist figures:
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Christ

Antichrist

-has a persistent faith
-can admit his mistakes
-"dignified transcendence
of his physical defeat"
-affinity with God
-desire to detach from nature
-has a set of morals/values
-rejects society's values

-denies any commitment
-free from any abstractions
such as feelings, grief
-"arrogant certainty that
death is an end"
-epicurean moral code
-desire to find happiness
(happy= no physic/psychic
pain)
-seeks harmony with natural
world
-avoids suffering by
omitting "non-natural
needs."

In the novel, the Magistrate of the prison addresses Meursault as
"Mr. Antichrist" (Moseley 198);

although this address is in a

friendly tone, Camus is suggesting much symbolism.

Meursault

represents the antagonist to all the characters who represent
saviors. The first savior that Meursault indirectly denies is his
mother.

Her funeral, the coffin, and the twelve people attending

the funeral represent a savior and the twelve disciples that
Meursault rejects as does Judas Iscariot.
shown by Meursault.

No grief or remorse is

Meursault rejects other saviors such as the

Magistrate - who offers a crucifix to him; the prison Chaplain 
who attempts to convert Meursault to Christian beliefs; and Perez
- who acts as a substitute father figure and is symbolically
separated more and more from Meursault during the long funeral
procession (Moseley 198).
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The word "stranger" has a two-fold meaning that is
paralleled with the christ and antichrist figures. Christ-like
figures usually are strangers and aliens to the society and
traditional ways of the people to whom they come to offer
themselves as a scapegoat. Meursault is a stranger to the
emotional, god-filled lives of society;

on the other hand, he is

never viewed by others as the savior so Meursault is a stranger
not only to society, but also to life where he is recognized by
no one.

In this manner, he represents the antichrist figure.

Camus states, though, that Meursault is the only Christ that
the readers deserve.

In the text, Camus parallels him several

times to Christ to intensify the idea that Meursault opposes
society and all it stands for.
absurdity in life,

bu~can

and ridiculous beliefs.
condemned in return;

Meursault is conscious of the

not understandinnf society's zealous

Meursault condemns society, and is

however, in spite of his unjustified

execution, he remains resolved until the end where he clings to
life, understands the truth, and is Camus' only version of Christ
for the reader.

In the text, Meursault refuses three times to

tell the examining Magistrate why he fired four shots into the
dead body.
times.

He also refuses to see the prison Chaplain three

These occurrences symbolize the denial of Christ by the

apostle Peter in the Bible.

Like Christ, Meursault is denied and

condemned because he is thought to be a menace to society.

Also

like Christ, he agrees to be executed in public, and he faces
death with a message that is hauntingly similar to Christ's:
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"For all to be finished" =

"It is finished" (King 54).

Another dominant symbol within The stranger is the struggle
of man against the universe.

In The Myth of Sisyphus Camus

insists that the fundamental traits of man are a desire for life
and truth;

unfortunately, the universe places restrictions on

these needs of Meursault, causing him to conflict with nature.
The universe's hostility manifests itself into the image of the
sun in order to anger Meursault.

It is the sun and its heat that

"sap" his energy and are responsible for the murder of the Arab.
The sun's blinding and unbearable presence confuses Meursault's
senses.

The firing of the shots is his attempt to revolt and to

rebel against the overt hostility of the natural world.

Critic

Adele King restates what Champigny proclaimed about man and the
universe - that Meursault is a pagan hero trying to live in
harmony with the world.

But Camus knows that full harmony is

never possible, so he causes Meursault to revolt.

Since revolt

and rebellion are a natural part of man's nature, Camus has
Meursault rebelliously and consciously fire the four remaining
shots into the Arab and against the control of the universe.

As

Meursault is imprisoned he symbolizes man caught in a hostile
world.

The imprisonment strips him of any confidence and causes

him to become a stranger to himself.
The symbolism of the myth of Sisyphus floods this novel.
Meursault in prison realizes that
to me it seemed like one and the same day
that had been going on since I'd been in
my cell, and that I'd been doing the same
thing all the time (101).
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The futility of Sisyphus' punishment, the repetition of
meaningless labor and work, represents Meursault's life in
general and his countless days in prison.

This symbol of

futility magnifies the fact that man's lowly existence in the
world is accompanied by an unsympathetic universe.

Camus

demonstrates through the symbolism in The Stranger that in a
hostile environment,

man continues to search for a meaningful

existence, for truth, and for happiness.

Even if Meursault is

condemned an enemy to society, and even if the universe is
against him, Meursault continues to seek a harmony with the
universe because he can accept daily living as being valuable
within itself;

he can accept death.

Philosophers assert that

when man gives up his compulsion to change the world and avoid
death, he can then find happiness and will then no longer be a
stranger to himself (King 56).
Symbolism arises from the contrast of the two parts of the
novel:

1. the beginning until the murder.

the imprisonment of the protagonist.

2. and the trial and

All that Meursault views

and describes in the first part of the novel is seen differently
in the second part.

The two parts demonstrate the contrast of

his views on time and on the external world.

While free,

Meursault enjoys nature and values each moment, each sensation.
His time spent with Marie is wonderful.

During imprisonment,

though, he can not even see the outside world to enjoy its
beauty.

All of Marie's visits are sterile and without sensation.

Even all of the days in jail seem to run together and resemble
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each other (King 60).

The restriction of jail, which represents

the universe's antagonism, gives Meursault a different view of
the world. Meursault's new view of the world becomes symbolic of
man's attempt to deal with the Absurd.

Meursault learns to

evaluate life without having any of the usual pleasures he found
in the natural world. He must learn to accept the Absurd.
Throughout the novel are the frequent occurrences of light
and heat images.

The presence of these images symbolizes the

themes of death and judgment.

The many occurrences of light and

heat images also symbolize intense introspection, a cross
examination.

Meursault's activity under the influence of the

heat and intense light is directed by the Absurdity of nature;
for instance, the sun blinds him on the beach before he shoots
the Arab;

the sun glints on the revolver when Raymond hands it

to Meursault;

the intense heat angers him in the Magistrate's

chambers; the Prosector says he will prove Meursault's guilt "by
the facts of the crime, which are as clear as daylight" (124).
All these instances of light reveal Meursault's character in the
face of the Absurd.

The theme of death accompanies the light and

heat images; for example, the death of the Arab is related to the
influence of the sun.

Meursault describes the procession of his

mother's funeral with phrases such as "sun-drenched countryside,"
"a shimmer of heat ... leaving bright black gashes," and "hidden by
the heat haze" (20).
To balance the heat and light symbolism, Camus presents
pleasing images of the coolness of the evening and the sea.
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These calm images symbolize acceptance and renewal for Meursault.
He thinks of his mother and Marie in the scenes that mention the
sea and dusk.

King states that in Camus' universe the sea

symbolizes the feminine side of the universe, and the sun and its
heat represents the dominant, masculine opposing side.

The

beauty and hostility of nature constantly confront man in life.
Camus suggests that man appreciates the beauty of nature but
revolts against nature's hostility.

Meursault revolts against

the sun, feminine side, and embraces the sea in the first part of
the novel (King 62);

however, in the second part, he must

reconcile himself to the universe to attain a state of peace.
Meursault's reconciliation with the universe's feminine source
symbolizes that he understands his mother and accepts his
approaching death.

When the Prosecutor ridiculously states that

Meursault is not only responsible for the death of his mother,
but is also accountable for the upcoming case of parricide in the
courtroom, King states that this is symbolic of Meursault's
"murder of father to reach harmony with mother" (King 62).
Camus reveals the Absurd in life through his symbols of
pathetic fallacy.

Time after time Camus refers to the

indifference of the world: "the benign indifference of the
universe" (154).

His purpose is to enlighten man that he is

alone and without hope or meaning:

Meursault realizes that there

is "something inhuman, discouraging, about this
landscape ... either way one was in for it" (Camus 18). Even in the
courtroom, "ironical indifference" is on the faces of everyone.
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No hope or refuge can be found in people or nature.
fend for his being and nothing else.

Man must

This indifference is used

by Camus to stress the importance of Meursault's search for
acceptance of the truth, and the importance of his struggle for a
motivation to live in the face of the Absurd.

Another important technique used to convey Absurd ideas and
behaviors is irony. So many ironical phrases and situations
appear in The Stranger.

Meursault's entire trial is a parody,

and most of all an ironical situation.
tried for a

murder.

Meursault is never being

The Prosecutor, the jury, and society are

more concerned about his actions and lack of apparent sentiment.
The Judge says "he was there to supervise the proceedings, as a
sort of umpire, and he would take a scrupulously impartial view
of the case" (108).

However, the trial was never impartial or

within the spirit of justice.

Even Meursault's lawyer realizes

that the Absurd is present in the courtroom when he asks, "is my
client on trial for having buried his mother, or for killing a
man?"

(120).

Moseley states that the trial was "Kafka-like" in

that the accused was condemned not on the facts but on the
failure to meet traditional expectations (197).
During the trial and in prison, Meursault makes several
ironic statements, ironic because they refer to events that will
actually happen and to the absurdity of the situation:

"I

realized that this cell was my last home, a dead end, so to
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speak" (89);

"after all, it would be a shocking thing for the

court to be trying the wrong man" (180).

These statements are

clear examples of verbal irony.
The trial starts on a "brilliant sunshine day" (102) as if
to convey hope and optimism; however, the irony is that Meursault
is to be condemned for his character long before he even shoots
the Arab and long before the trial even begins. In prison,
Meursault makes an ironically bizarre statement:
[prison] had no real substance" (89).

"this aversion

He does not understand

that the purpose of prison is to reform, for he does not see that
what man does has any consequence. The irony is that the
imprisonment has no impact on Meursault's philosophy;

hence, no

reform occurs.
An obvious irony within The stranger is that Meursault is a
murderer of life.
life.

Paradoxically, he represent's man's desire for

He is not concerned with his victim, nor is life concerned

with Meursault, one of the universe's victims.
Another example of irony is that a man who is in revolt
against the universe can not find that "happy silence in the
tranquil homeland of the universe" (King 56);

nature and the

external world hold the answer for man, the answer that can only
allow man to find meaning in an Absurd world - death.

The irony

is that when man revolts against the universe, he can not find
the answer;

once man reaches an acceptance of the natural world,

he can find happiness, but without hope.

Camus believes that

revolt is a natural state for man in an Absurd world;
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therefore,

he insinuates that due to his fight, man can not attain peace or
happiness.

Man can only strive for it.

Like irony, foreshadowing plays an important role in
providing man a mental image of the absurd.

Foreshadowing

presents the inevitability of absurd behaviors and ideas in the
context of the present dialogue and the upcoming future.

Sartre

notes that not one detail of the novel was not planned or
intended to be commented on in future pages (121).
The foreshadowing occurs as early as the first chapter in
the discrepancy between tone and subjects in Meursault's lack of
emotion towards his mother's death.

This unusual style in the

opening pages foreshadows Meursault's lack of conventionality
(King 46). At his mother's funeral, Meursault indicates that "for
a moment I had an absurd impression that they had come to sit in
judgment on me" (11).

Obviously, he is unaware of the terribly

absurd circumstances that he will face on trial and in prison.
Meursault says that "just then it crossed my mind that one might
fire, or not fire - and it would come to absolutely the same
thing ... it came to much the same" (72).

He forewarns that fate

is fate, and nothing one does truly matters because we are all
prejudged, condemned.
The most gripping example of all the foreshadowing is the
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premature realization that Meursault is guilty, condemned, and
destined to die.

Early in the novel he has brief periods where

he feels guilty for something: "I had a feeling he [his employer]
was blaming me for something" (qtd. in King 61) and "obviously
under the circumstances, he [his employer] couldn't refuse.
still,

I

had an idea he looked annoyed, and

I

said, without

thinking: 'sorry sir, but it's not my fault, you know.'
Afterwards, it struck me I needn't have said that" (1).

The

theme of judgment is foreshadowed throughout the novel.

Even

after he has murdered the Arab, Meursault views himself as a
criminal:

"I was on the point of replying that was precisely

because they were criminals.

But then I realized that I, too,

came under that description" (87).

The text forewarns several

times that the protagonist will have severe accusations formed
against him:

"and each successive shot was another loud fateful

rap on the door of my undoing" (76).

Camus effectively uses

foreshadowing in the dialogue and descriptions to show how
Meursault is always condemned by the world, in other words, to
enhance the Absurd that attacks man.

The purpose of literary techniques throughout The stranger
is to clearly present the Absurd.

Sartre states that most of

Meursault's adventures "are intended chiefly" to highlight
aspects of the basic Absurdity of situations (114).
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Camus'

highly dramatic style, symbolism, irony, and foreshadowing are
especially meant to enhance all the Absurd ideas and behaviors,
to provide man a mental image of the Absurd, to demonstrate man's
struggle for meaning in life, and to reveal the protagonist's
motivations to live in the face of the Absurd.

Meursault

realizes that "anyhow, one life was as good as another and my
present one suited my quite well" (47).

He emphasizes that "I'd

been happy and that I was still happy" (154).
The most important aspect of Camus' The stranger, however,
is its ability to motivate man to evaluate the significance in
his life.

Man struggles with Meursault as he is condemned and

absurdly isolated, but does man empathize with his character?
Camus' ability to restrict the overt emotions in his protagonist
causes a certain distance between man and Meursault, yet by the
end of the novel Meursault's genuine nature emerges, and man can
begin to relate with him. This nature of searching for meaning in
life and accepting what seems to the reader as an intangible
answer - death - is something present in everyone.

Daily, man

struggles for some significance in the work that he does.
Meursault is presented to man as a lesson, a lesson to face the
absurd situations in life with a perseverance to continue to find
the beauty in nature and a perseverance to live day to day with
out having the need of hope.
each sunrise;

Each day is a unit, each moment,

therefore, as each sentence in Camus' novel has an

independent beginning and end with no transition to the next,
it represents an example for man's life.
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Each moment carries its

worth in itself.

Man must not search for a transcendent meaning;

he must be content to live each day.

Like Meursault, man must

reach "a tranquil homeland where death itself is a happy silence"
(King 56).
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THE PLAGUE

The subjects and protagonists of Albert Camus' The Plague
greatly differ from those of The stranger.

In The Plague, Camus

continues to explore his philosophy on the Absurd, but as the
themes in the novel indicate, he discusses different aspects and
reaches new conclusions regarding the Absurd.

Camus' growth, his

continuous development of the philosophy on the Absurd, becomes
evident as he leaves Meursault and concentrates on Rieux, the
protagonist in The Plague.

Camus refers to the novel as a

personal confession in his discussions with critics.

By studying

his life, we can see that the events in The Plague, are a
dramatization of the era in his life when Camus was separated
from his family in Algiers.

Due to the Resistance/Occupation

Group in Europe during the second world war, Camus was detained
in France for several years.

This period of separation probably

led him to discuss the theme of isolation and separation
throughout his novel.
Camus wrote The Plague for several purposes.

He chose the

natural disaster, the bubonic plague, to represent the
unpredictably absurd forces of nature that are hostile to men.
Roy Nelson states that Camus is discussing the confrontation of
man's desire for absolute and eternal truth with the
"multiplicity of the real world" (87).

Camus presents the Absurd

and then shows how different characters react.
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The symbolic

plague represents a multitude of ideas, but its purpose is to put
humans to thought and action whereby they rise above themselves.
Camus creates the plague to demonstrate
that no mode of thought can be "inclusive"

if

it

'excludes"

the

Absurdity of a pestilence or "irrationality" that can arise without
a warning and barrel
mind of

through the lives of people as

its own (Merton 14).

Camus

the Absurd or

believes

affirm love,

that man desires

Camus

Camus encourages man to revolt

any pestilent form

life, and others"

it has a

As man confronts the Absurd,

gives him two acceptable reactions:
against

if

to

it

give his

(Merton 20),

appreciate each wonderful day of life.

acquires.
life

Because

"in order

to

he encourages man to

Even though the plague is

just an "expression of the impotence of men of good will in today's
world"

(Thody 119), Camus esteems the wonderful nature of human

effort

to live and love and make meaning in spite of Absurdity.

This conclusion is what makes Camus' discussion of The Plague so
different then that of The Stranger.

He is able to conclude with

an optimistic and affirming belief in humans who will always remain
in conflict with the Absurd;

hence,

Camus'

main purpose of The

Plague is its affirmation of the goodness of man.
The story takes place in Oran, a French port on the Algerian
coast, the headquarters of a French department prefect.
the town's physician, narrates the novel.
sends his

Dr. Rieux,

In the beginning, Rieux

ill wife to the mountains for some rest and recovery.

All of a sudden a rat dies. The bubonic plague arrives and causes
all the rats to come into the city and perish grotesquely in the
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streets.

Soon

after

their

gruesome

disease and are lost without a cure.

arrival,

men

contract

the

The city officials are slow

to admit that this disease is the plague epidemic, but they finally
consent

to sealing the city off from the rest of the world.

In

this state of contagion, the plague endures for nine long months.
Afterwards, the city and inhabitants return to normal life.

Those

citizens who fought and survived the epidemic do not know whether
they

have

won

a

victory

or

survived

from

chance.

The

characters, though, undergo radical changes during the plague.
Rieux learns that the struggle for life is worthwhile.

main
Dr.

He also has

a kinder attitude toward the nature of humans. All the characters
learn that Absurdities,

such as plagues,

can never be defeated;

the Absurdities come and go at their own will.
The novel
present

a

contains several different characters in order to

var i ety of

Camus gives

us

react ions

Tarrou,

Rieux's

to

the pI ague

best

friend

-

to

and

a

the

absurd.

philosopher;

Rambert, a

journalist who is trapped within the quarantined city;

Cottard,

criminal prior

a

to

the plague;

Grand,

a

simplistic

thinker who decides to become an author in the face of the plague;
and Dr. Rieux's asthma patient, who is untouched in any way by the
plague. These characters are used to demonstrate the forces

that

the Absurd can have on a human's life.
This

chapter

discusses

Camus'

brilliant

use

of

literary

techniques that enhance the portrayal of the Absurd.

His highly

dramatic style,

irony help

his use of symbolism,

and his use of

Camus to present his philosophy of the Absurd in The Plague.
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As

in

The

Stranger,

Camus

also

intends

in

The

Plague

to

use

literary techniques to enhance the Absurd ideas in life, to provide
man a mental image of the Absurd, to demonstrate the human desire
for

meaning

in

the

face

of

the Absurd,

and also

to

reveal

the

protagonists' motivations to continue in life despite the Absurd.

As in The Stranger, Camus' highly dramatic style in The Plague
is

extremely

important

in portraying

the

image of

the

Absurd.

Camus employs precise, yet suggestive wording to present the Absurd
through his characters and their dialogue.

In this novel as in The

Stranger, Camus is not very direct. Philip Thody says that Camus'
impersonal style of narration lets the "author act on the reader's
sensibility" to the horror of the plague-Absurd (Thody 115).
states that Camus also uses an ironic tone (115);

Thody

his tone and

style have a certain irony that tends to highlight the total horror
of

the

absurd s i tua t ion.

The

irony

lies

in

the

way

tha t

the

characters speak so calmly and detachedly about the absurd horror
of the plague.

This manner of their speech makes man realize how

terrifying

plague-Absurd

the

really

is;

for

example,

Camus'

writing is obviously ironic and detached in the following passage:
"cartloads of dead bodies rumbling through London's ghoul-haunted
darkness

-

nights

and days

filled

always,

everywhere,

with

the

eternal cry of human pain •••• The doctor opened the window, and at
once the noises of

the

town grew
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louder.

Rieux pulled himself

together. There lay certitude; there, in the daily rounds.
rest hung on mere threads and trivial contingencies;

All the

you couldn't

waste your time on it" (38-39).
Camus
Camus'
Thody

uses

precise

and

precision with words
insists

that

"the

simple

words

to

describe

gives significance

excellence

of

events.

to the passages.

Camus'

description

lies

precisely in the contrast which he maintains between the physical,
primitive

horror

of

the

plague,

administration of the modern city,

and

the

between

quiet,

scientific

the awfulness of

the

events and the everyday places where they occur" (115-116).
The novel is in the form of a chronicle.

In order to give the

true chronicle effect, Camus employs an understating descriptive
sty Ie;

pre cis e ,

s tat is tic a I

terms;

an

" 0 f f i cia I "

I anguag e

characteristic of plague-stricken times; and words with a simple,
banal quality (Thody 115).
from

Defoe's

realistic

Journal

in his

of

Camus incorporates facts and examples
the

chronicle of

Plague
the

Year

plague

to

be

(King

accurate

65-69).

and

Camus

creates this chronicle to have meaning and significance on multi
levels.

His dialogue

and symbols

are

foreshadowing

and multi

dimensional; for instance, Camus utilizes the death of the rats to
forewarn the arrival of plague

and pestilence. Camus' dialogue and

description are symbolic in the passage: "Tarrou shut his eyes; he
seemed to be mustering up his strength. There was a look of utter
weariness on his face.

He was waiting for

the fever

to rise and

already it was stirring somewhat in the depths of his being" (267).
The rising fever is symbolic of Tarrou's struggle to attain peace
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against the fury of the plague.

Furthermore,

chronicle as a whole rests on two planes:

the meaning of the

first,

it is a literary

account of Rieux's objective chronicle of the plague. The chronicle
is also

Camus' philosophical account concerning man's fate (King

78) •
In his chronicle, Camus does not employ his dramatic style in
order to preach;

his uses his style to present the Absurd so that

readers can recognize it and have examples and methods to resist it
(Moses 5).

Camus reports that a fundamental

idea must be obvious

in all a writer's works so that they have a unified existence: "a
conce i vabl e

whol e"

(qtd.

in

Ross i

400).

Camus

begins

in

The

Stranger and continues in all of his works to develop his theory on
the

Absurd.

In

The

Plague,

though,

the

reader

is

aware

of

a

differing pattern in style and a progressive change (maturing) of
Camus' philosophy on the Absurd.
deep thought

is in a

Camus,

himself, admits that "a

continual process of becoming,

it

attaches

itself to the experience of a lifetime and is shaped by it" (qtd.
in Rossi 400).
Through

his

style

and

tone,

Camus

communicates

continuous desire to comprehend the human condition.
urgent message to deal with the Absurd,
who

chronicles

writer.

well

the

events

but

his

To convey his

Camus creates a narrator

who

is

not

a

professional

The narrator has the difficult position of being

and objective while also being involved and subjective.

detached
He must be

a member of the public at the same time that he is above mankind
and their banality.

Camus accomplishes all this by presenting the
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narrator, Rieux, in all lights.
the novel a

Moses claims that this style makes

"triumphant artifice"

(428-429).

In general,

Camus

selects his narrator to convince the reader that his "program for
action" in the face of the absurd is the correct one for all.

We

must not try to escape as does Rambert or try to be like a saint as
does Tarrou.

We must try to make a commitment to fellow sufferers

as does Ri eux

(Moses

421).

present ing his

phi losophy

Through Ri eux Camus
to man so that

he

appears

to

can understand

be
the

Absurd and find his own motivation to live each day.
In The Stranger, Camus chose one character to represent man
against the Absurd;

however, in The Plague, Camus creates a city

of differing characters, each searching for his own solution to the
Absurd. This is a marvelous example of Camus' highly dramatic style
because

it

proves

that

Absurd.

One critic views the multitude of characters as fragments

of Camus' mentality;

he

intends

to broaden his

focus

of

the

in other words, each character represents a

different way in which Camus himself confronts the Absurd (Nelson

87).
Several
protagonist

critics

contest

that

in The Plague since

revealed until the end.

there

is

not

the narrator's

even

identity

a
is

true
not

Consequently, Camus abates Rieux's role as

a true protagonist because he includes so many other characters'
reactions to the Absurd.

Since there is no one outstanding hero,

we can adopt the stance that each character's learning experience
with the plague-Absurd is a valid lesson for man.
jumps from one character to another, back and forth.
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The chronicle
Even Rieux,

as the narrator, has an anecdotal role where he tells of his daily
medical rounds, conversations, statistic reports on the plague, and
his reactions to the disaster (Nelson 88).

This approach provides

man with a broad view of the Absurd and a wide variety of reactions
to it.
Part of the success of Camus' presentation of the Absurd is
his that his style lacks partiality.
stance.

The novel

lacks any moral

Camus refrains from judging the reactions to the Absurd.

Even though some of the characters obviously are thwarted by the
plague,

such

surviving

as

Paneloux,

characters

and

Othon,

their

and

indirectly,

reactions

promoted by the narrator or Camus'

to

style.

Tarrou,

the plague

the

are not

Camus allows the wide

variety of survivors to exist in order to present the multi-faceted
ways in which people can attack the plague;
says

nothing

harshness

is

harsh
in a

against

time of

earnestly apologizes

anyone

except

strain and

(237).

for example,
Paneloux,

fatigue for

Rieux

but

Rieux,

this

and he

Second, Rieux works towards getting

the strictest restrictions and quarantine for the infected victims,
but he does not argue against those community leaders who resist
hi s

pi ans.

He

remains

f r i ends

wi th

plague is out of hand (Nelson 88).
include
author

judgment,
eschews

Camus

absolute,

reaction being,

for

the

them un til
Since Camus'

prevents man
didactic
author,

at

they dec i de

from

also

judgment,
least

a

the

style does not
j udg i ng:

each
valid

"the

[character's]
possibility"

(Nelson 89).
Part

of

Camus'

highly

dramatic
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is

much

repetition.

The

narrator recounts the endless days and activities during the plague
over and over again to stress the ceaseless attacks of the plague.
The narrator often mentions how the town had to persist day after
day with partial light at night and with the scorching heat in the
day.

Frequently, the narrator comments on how each plague member

is forced to be separated from his loved ones, and from the world.
All this repetition is to stress the banality of the plague -

to

enforce that the Absurd is relentless.
The
cyclical

final

aspect

nature

of

of

the

Camus'
events

highly
of

the

dramatic

style

is

the

plague.

Although

the

chronicle is a collection of episodic events, it contains a unity.
This unity is the cyclic frame of time.
novel

suggest a circle that

moves

to

a height

of

The five sections of the

begins with average,

suffering during

the

plague or

event and then on to ordinary life once again.
of the novel

describe the

these parts,

personal

have importance.

III

shows

activities

and

any Absurd

Part I and part V

and after

are mentioned,

the
and

plague.

In

individuals

Parts II and IV contain fewer references to exact

events or individuals.
Part

city before

daily life

They describe the sufferings of the town.

the community at

the

Time

climax of suffering.

appears to have stopped, and individuals have lost their personal
characteristics (King 66).

The cycle from normality to absurdity

to normality exemplifies how the Absurd can interrupt
time, and render one without
novel as a model
style

to

individuality.

to deal with the Absurd.

demonstrate

two

important
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ideas:

life,

stop

Camus gives us this
He uses his dramatic
one,

that

several

methods exist for us to revolt against the Absurd.

Two, that the

Absurd is impersonal and domineering. It will arise at any time and
will strip one's character away if one refuses to revolt.

The Plague contains great amounts of symbolism.
writes

has

some

overt

or

Practically

everything

Camus

hidden

symbolic

reference.

From the overt symbol of the dead rat to represent the

arrival of the bubonic plague to the covert symbol of Othon's young
son's death to represent the point of change in Paneloux and Judge
Othon

and

the

indiscrimination

of

the

Absurd

plague

toward

innocents, Camus' symbols help outline the framework of the Absurd.
The

symbolic

existence,

meanings

but

not

they also

only

define

the

Absurd

in

enhance and outline several

everyday

acceptable

reactions so that man can better deal with the Absurdity

in his

life.
Wi thin The PI ague,
itself.

the mos t

prominent

symbo l i s the pI ague

Like most of Camus' symbols, it represents several ideas.

Theoretically or philosophically,

the plague is

incomprehensibility of the universe.

a symbol of

It enters man's life without

any warning or justification, and any victory against it is
chance.

Rieux comments on the decline of the death rate:

doubtful if this could be called a victory.
was that
had come"

the

pure
"it is

All that could be said

the disease seemed to be leaving as unaccountably as
(qtd in King 75).

and destruction.

it

The plague is also the power of death

It inflicts awesome pain on innocents.
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It causes

men to live in a monotonous/routine existence as they struggle to
stay al i ve.
pleasure
(King

Most of all,

to

absurdity,

74).

bravest,

The

loyal

plague was no

thereby

narrator

man as

it reduces man's desires for
stripping men of

comments

easily as

respecter

of

that

it slays

the

plague

humanity
kills

the vilest man:

persons and under

everyone, ••• was under sentence" (159).

their

love and

its

despotic

the
"the
rule

King states that the plague

reduces man to a sub-human state where pain and suffering become
routine (66).
The plague does not represent the evil of man, but evil as a
greater entity.

Rieux states, "the plague bacillus never dies or

disappears

good; •••

for

years •••• Perhaps

it

can

lie

dormant

the day would come when,

for

for
the

years

bane

and

and
the

enlightening of men, it would rouse up its rats again and send them
forth to die in a happy city"
never perish;

(287).

The evil,

the absurd will

it will come again and again to teach mankind about

his meaningless existence,

forcing man to

justify his purpose in

life.
The plague is actually a symbol

to represent the oppression

suffered by the French people during the German Occupation in World
War II.

Camus wrote:

I want to express by means of the plague, the
suffocation from which we have all suffered, and the
atmosphere of menace and exile in which we have
lived. I want at the same time to extend this
interpretation to the notion of existence generally.
(qtd in King 76)
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If the plague equals WWII, then men who fight the plague are
soldiers; the isolated and exiled families and victims are POW's;
and the quarantine of the city is a strategically lined battle zone
with curfews.

Communication outside the town is hindered just as

communication

between

countries

in

celebrations occur during the plague:

war

is

hindered.

the decline of the death

rate and the opening of the city gates to the outside world.
two

events

parallel

two

events

in

Two

the

second World

These

War:

the

liberation of Paris and the end of the war in Europe (King 76).
In order for man to combat this symbolic plague, he must not
only remain alive during it, but also reduce himself to its inhuman
level

and forgo

any sentiments

of

happiness

and

love.

In

the

battle, man learns many symbolic lessons that teach him how to deal
with the Absurd so that he can survive.
is futile

He learns that his fight

and changes nothing of the Absurd.

teaches man about

the nature

of

life.

The

fight

itself

Resistance against

the

plague causes man to re-examine his values in life and to realize
that life is void of meaning.
"the

plague

brings

the

In his notebooks, Camus says that

benefit

of

forcing

one

to

think,

but,

considering the misery it produces, one would be mad or criminal to
consent

to

it"

(qtd.

in King 67).

After

plague, Camus stresses in the end that the

the departure of

the

lessons of the plague

do not justify all the suffering it causes to men:

"all those days

and weeks and months of life lost to their love made them

vaguely

feel they were entitled to some compensation" (272).
As in The Stranger, much symbolic imagery is
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found

in The

Plague.

Camus wants the reader to realize that the plague-Absurd

is not an exceptional phenomenon.
live.

It is the condition in which we

The common images of the sun and the sea are proof of the

dichotomous absurdity in nature that
sun and clear

light

are

accosts and soothes man.

present when Camus

definite and pressing questions of life:
and suffering/happiness (Thody 117);

writes

about

life/death,

The
those

good/evil,

for instance, in the passage

concerning Tarrou's revelation of his beliefs, the sky, night, and
sunlight act as foreboding symbols:

"As November drew to a close,

the mornings turned much colder. Heavy downpours had scoured the
streets and washed the sky clean of clouds.

In the mornings a weak

sunlight bathed the town in a cold, sparkling sheen. The air warmed
up, however, as night approached.

It was such a night that Tarrou

chose for telling something of himself to Dr. Rieux" (226).
The sun/heat of North Africa (Oran, Algiers)
text:

is mentioned in the

"the sun bakes the houses bone-dry ••• and you have no option

but to survive those days of fire in doors, behind closed shutters"
(3), as if in exile.
the plague;

The sun is the image of the fiery force of

for example, the hottest days of summer occur when the

plague is the strongest;
heat

synchronized with

"since this first onslaught of the
a

startling

increase

in

the

number

of

victims ••• a profound discouragement settled on the town ••• there
was no knowing
trying to
suffering

if it was

shut out"
scenes

are

the heat or the plague

(105).
also

that they were

Adele King notices

that death and

accompanied

hot,

atmosphere.
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by

a

stifling

The sea is nature ' s

symbol of beauty.

It provides an escape

from the hostile heat of the sun. The relaxing and soothing sea is
a promise for the future (King 75); therefore, when the town is cut
off from the sea with its closed gates, the city loses the future.
The plague suspends the town in a timeless frame.
for

life.

Sea

rebirth.

imagery

is

usually

No sea, no hope

representative of

renewal

and

When Rieux and Tarrou escape from the city and take a

swim in the sea, they are renewing their bodies and their minds in
order

to

proposes

strengthen
that

he

and

themselves

to

fight

Rieux

for

a

"go

the

swim.

plague.

It's

Tarrou

one of

these

harmless pleasures that even a saint-to-be can indulge in •••• Its
too damn silly living only in and for the plague" (238).
permi ts freedom:

"for

some minu t es

they

The sea

[Tar rou and Ri eux]

swam

side by side, with the same zest, in the same rhythm, isolated from
the world,

at

last

free

of

the

town

and of

the plague

(239).

Rambert looks toward the sea when he thinks of his mistress.

The

sea is a symbol of neverending freedom, love, and relaxation.

Only

through the sea can man find harmony with nature in the face of the
Absurd.
Symbolic imagery also lies in the passages that discuss dusk
and

sunset.

As

in

The

Stranger,

Camus

states

that

"gray

dusk ••• pink of sunset ••• was,

indeed, the hour of day when all the

prisoners ••• realized

dereliction ••• "

situation,

their

and the futility of

the

whole

living (Plague 103-104).

of

the

In The

Stranger, Meursault speaks of how that same time of early evening
was

his most

dreaded because

light
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waned along

with hope,

and

everything seemed at its worst.

In both novels, this dread of dusk

is noticed only in time of imprisonment:

for Meursault while he is

in jail, and for Oran while it is under the plague.
Language becomes symbolic in the time of the plague because it
is hindered and prohibited.

People are unable to express

feelings when they are suffering.

The town is shut off from the

rest of the world so all communication is prohibited.
ordeal of writing becomes a stumbling block;
the living words,

their

into which we had as

The simple

"after a certain time

it were

transferred our

heart's blood, were drained of any meaning" (Camus 63).
Camus inserts several significant characters in The Plague.
Each

individual

character

and

his

plague-Absurd represents a symbol.

particular

response

to

the

All of these symbols represent

different ways that man can react to the Absurd in his life.

Camus

intends for the characters to teach man valuable lessons in his own
struggle with the Absurd.
As a prominent character, Rieux is intended to be a symbol for
man in the face of the Absurd.
learns

some

valuable

lessons

onslaught of the Absurd.

As Rieux narrates The Plague,
about

the

fellow

men

during

the

Rieux claims that he takes on the task of

reporting the plague, the exile,
not separated from

his

he

town;

he

and the suffering because he is
experiences

every anxiety and

frustration along with the townspeople; therefore he feels worthy
to recount each event as

it unfolds.

Being a doctor br ings him

into contact with all the sufferings and grief of the people.

No

job is more involved with the heart of the plague and people than
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that of a doctor:
he did

not

share"

observer," but
comments. He
Absurd.

"there was not one of their anxieties in which
(281).

Rieux

like any human,

is a

symbol of

Rieux wants

to

attempts

to

his emotions

the dichotomy

present

the

be

are

an

"impartial

evident

in his

in man who faces

events

in an

involved

the
and

subjective manner, but man also wants to be objective and detached
from Absurdity;

however, Rieux inevitably becomes

the events (King 79).
the death

of

involved with

He can not remain emotionally detached from

the Othon

child

or

his

friend,

Tarrou,

from

the

pacifying swim with Tarrou, or from the suffering plague victims.
Camus asserts that man can not remain detached from the plague or
Absurd.
When

Rieux

attempts

to

detach

himself

from

the

plague's

destruction, he is preventing it from removing his motivation to
1 i ve

and

His

t o r e vol t •

against the Absurd.
his objectivity and
when Rieux,

0

b ject i vi t y

is

a

s ymbo I

0

f

reb e 11 i on

However, some instances occur when Rieux loses
lets his frustrations

Paneloux,

emerge;

for

example,

and Othon watch as Othon's young boy dies

miserably from the plague, Paneloux comments that the occurrence is
part of God's will.

Rieux is angry at Paneloux for believing in

abstractions, and he hastily rebukes him:
him fiercely.

'Rieux swung around on

"Ah. That child, anyhow, was innocent, and you know

it as well as i

do'"

(202).

Rieux also states,

"there are times

when the only feel ing I have is one of mad revol t" (202).

Not only

is Rieux's attempt at objectivity a revolt against the Absurd, but
so is his angry, emotional, overt revolt against the disease of the
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plague and the beliefs of Paneloux.
Rieux

undergoes

throughout

the

a

symbolic

plague.

He

period

undergoes

a

of

personal

growth

self-examination.

This

examination makes him aware of ambiguity in his life. He is aware
of his desire to be a part of the community just as he is aware of
his natural feelings of condescension, reticence, indifference, and
reservation.

He switches between a sympathy with the public and

their suffering to an ironic judgment.
his narrative style because he refers

This shift is obvious in
to the suffering of men in

Oran as "we," and he refers to the "foolish behavior of others" as
"our fellow citizens" (King 68). He consciously rejects himself as
any part of the foolery and ignorance of his fellow men.
however,

becomes

I ess

and

I ess

learns some valuable lessons.

condemning of

the

Rieux,

publ i c

as

he

As he fights the plague, he learns

that "men are more to be admired than despised" in spite of man's
foolery and ignorance (287).

Rieux comments that men who decided

to help the plague victims by risking their own lives did this out
of common decency rather than heroism:
good than bad" (124).

"on the whole, men are more

Nevertheless, Rieux also learns that

"the

most incorrigible vice [is] ••• that of an ignorance that fancies it
knows everything and therefore claims for itself the right to kill"
(124);

Rieux's

apart from

the

comment

demonstrates

that he desires

to

be

He wants

to

remain

remaining ignorance of men.

set

aloof.
Rieux grows morally and philosophically as he obtains a lucid
understanding of the "permanent and meaningless evil in the world"
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(King 68).
are of

He realizes that his knowledge and ability as a doctor

little use

in the Absurd.

He loses

illusions about

the

stability of love and friendship since no future is guaranteed to
be certain.

He grows weary of the world and all of its suffering.

He renounces all institutionalized religion because it requires man
to have faith in futile abstractions.
abstractions because
from

suffering.

wor th i er
learns

they can not prevent

He

than

does

acceptance

lessons

about

doctor

He deni es
sustains

abstractions.
has the
life,

revol t

Absurd,

reI igion.

meaning.

of
his

these

beliefs

the Absurd.
continuous

He knows
And

the

As

are

Ri eux

search

he

that

for

tries

his work as
to

uphold

appreciates

plague-Absurd in his memory.
the

beauty of nature.

motivate him to rise each morning.
or hope.

that

children

a
no

However, Rieux finds good in his fellow man, and he

experience of

and he

and

believe

the innocent

He loses his wife and best friends to the

all

no

not

the

motivation is evident.
plague.

Rieux questions beliefs in

Truth is uncertain.

can offer

him

significance.

Meursault

learned in prison:

These

He has
reasons

He has no blind faith in love

Only each day's beginning and end
In The Plague,

Rieux

learns

"But what had he, Rieux,

won?

what
No

more than the experience of having known plague and remembering it,
of having friendship and remembering it, of knowing affection and
being destined one day to remember it.

So all a man could win in

the conflict between plague and life was knowledge and memories"
(270-271).

King recognizes that Rieux emerges hopeless, but with

a new outlook on life.

The absurdity of life is clearer to him.
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....................

Camus

demonstrates

Rieux's

struggle,

denial,

rejection,

_ - -- - -,....-

and

acceptance of the truth in life - the existence of the Absurd (68);
Camus creates Rieux as a symbolic example of what man can learn in
the face of the Absurd.

Like Rieux, man should find motivation to

live each day while striving to sustain meaning in life.
The character Raymond Rambert,

is a

journal ist who becomes

trapped in Oran when the city gates close.

He is separated from

his lover, and so spends most of the novel trying frantically and
at whatever cost to flee the city.
Absurd and searches for escape.

He represents man who flees the

Rambert's positive aspect is that

he is full of life and a hope of continuous love.
Rieux has an old asthma patient whom he visits throughout the
plague.

This

old man

gloats over

the suffering of

the

plague

victims from the onset. He appears glad to see that the town is
being punished.

He

represents

an Absurd character

because

he

judges the town from a distance without really being included in
the

public.

inexcusable;

Because

of

the

distance,

his

judgment

seems

nevertheless, he states a moral that may justify his

tendency to condemn.

He and Rieux realize that the

townspeople

shed their grief too quickly and return to their old way of living
so soon that "they're just the same as ever, really" (285).

They

realize that many humans did not learn lessons from the
plague-Absurd.

These foolish and

ignorant

humans will

pay for

their denial later in their lives.
The character Grand,

to whom several

critics

refer

as

the

greatest hero in the novel, works earnestly in revolt against the
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Absurd

by

beginning

striving
of

the

to

novel,

become
he

the

is

perfect

trying

sentence to his great unwritten novel.

to

author.

From

perfect

the

opening

This sentence is the utmost

important thing to him during the plague because its
will confirm Jeanne's love for him.

the

completion

By writing the sentence, he

struggles to use language in a period when all other

language is

frozen. This is his rebellion against the plague.
He is compared to Sisyphus who also works in revolt of the Absurd
for contentment (Merton 32).
Cottard is the despicable character.
the plague and was wanted by the law.
chance

to have

priority during

some
the

freedom

since

He was a criminal before
He views the plague as a

catching criminals

plague's onslaught.

He

is

vile

is not
enough

a
to

profit from the plague by selling and trading disappearing goods.
In a time of death, Cottard discovers freedom and life, yet in life
without the Absurd, he was an imprisoned, dead man.

At the removal

of the plague, he panics and shoots at policemen who have come to
take him to justice (Camus 282).

He uses the plague as an escape

from responsibility, and in the end his actions are proof that he
succumbs to

the Absurdity of

the pestilence.

Camus

uses

him to

represent those who use evil and Absurdity to profit themselves,
but who do not win in the end. They are filled with self-interest,
fear, and hope, and they will not survive the Absurd:

"[Cottard)

was still screaming. A policeman went up and dealt him two hard
blows with his fists,

quite calmly, with a sort of conscientious

thoroughness" (284).
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Paneloux is the religious figure of the novel.

Camus always

includes religion to oppose his view of the Absurd.

In order to

allow his readers to see that the blind faith of the religious God
believers does not solve or present an answer to the philosophy of
the Absurd, Camus chooses a character to represent the menial and
subservient followers of an abstract faith.

Paneloux places total

faith in God in the time of the plague, and he asserts in a sermon
that the plague is a punishment from God to the people in order to
awaken them
chance;

to their

sins.

they need to

awake

He says God is giving them another
from their

banal

existence.

In his

second sermon, Paneloux re-examines what he initially believed and
admits that he does not comprehend the purpose of the evil.

He

continues though to "love what he can not understand"

He

does

not

request

preach
that

judgment

the people

and

sacrifice

abandonment (Merton 12):
through the darkness,

punishment

anymore,

themselves

(212).

but

he

and attempt

does
self-

"we should go forward, groping our way

stumbling perhaps

what good lay in our power" (211).

at

times,

and try to do

After the death of Othon's son

and the countless arguments with Rieux on the futility of religion,
Paneloux adopts a Kierkegaardian Christianity.

He still believes

in God, but he does not comprehend death or suffering anymore.

He

believes that man's understanding of God is that he is not good
willed or just, but that he wills the Absurd so that man must have
faith and must contend with the human condition (King 70).
Paneloux represents the religious person who changes his beliefs in
the

face

of

the

Absurd.

He

is
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left

to

believe

in

death,

irrationality,

and suffering -

effects of

the Absurd.

Paneloux

accepts his own suffering and dies from the plague without

ever

calling on the aid of the Doctor.
The last character, Tarrou, is very intriguing.

His presence

is profound throughout the novel since his dialogue and excursions
with Rieux greatly influences the Doctor,
are incorporated into the chronicle.

and since his

journals

Tarrou is the first to admit

that he has the plague, the plague of the heart, the soul, and the
mind that causes him to cause death to others.

He believes that

man's quest is to cure himself so that he will not harm others and
so that he may die with a peaceful
states

that

Tarrou

is

a

fighter

conscience (235).
of

the

plague

Adele King

because

he

is

"obsessed with death and the necessity to combat it." Tarrou has an
"ironic awareness

of

life's

absurdity"

(69).

He

records

in his

journals all the meaningless activities that he witnesses in Oran,
yet he strives in vain each day to become "a saint without a God •••
to reach

••• puri ty of

thought

and action"

(King 70).

Tarrou's

long, painful struggle with the plague represents an allegory.
infection of the plague inside him represents the moral
that he inflicts upon himself.

the plague that wears away his

He strives all his life to be pure in thought; he

sustains a hope, a hope in a future goal.
never

attains

overcomes him.
places faith

torture

The moral attitude of a saint that

he aspires to becomes the germ,
energy and life.

The

sainthood.

His

attempt

In the end he dies and

is

futile.

The

plague

Camus chooses Tarrou to represent the character who
in himself

and

in hope of
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escape from

the Absurd.

- ---- ------------------- --- - --,- -

This method of escape is doomed,
have hope or a future.

for the plague allows no one to

Tarrou's choice and escape are

errors that

man should avoid in his confrontation with the Absurd.
In The Plague,
symbo I i cally

characters with beliefs

opposed

to

those

characters

in abstractions
wi th

be lief s

are

in

the

relativity of the world. Camus chooses Paneloux and Judge Othon to
represent the absolute characters,

and Rieux,

Rambert to be characters of the relative.

Tarrou, Grand,

and

In other words, Paneloux

and Othon claim to justify the punishing of the people's sins with
the plague because of their beliefs in the abstractions of God and
religion.

They are concerned with the serving of death.

The other

characters are more concerned with the relativistic notion of the
search for happiness (Zants 419-421):

Grand desires happiness from

the perfect sentence; Rambert wants to escape to his lover to find
happiness;

even Rieux says that he too would like to go in search

of

happiness

his

own

(222).

Camus

places

these

two

types

of

characters in opposition to show the futility of believing in the
abstract.

The

Absurd

holds

no

belief

destroys anyone who clings to them.
god

are

theoretical

and

abstraction.

After

they

innocently from the plague,

abstractions,

and

Camus says that beliefs

worthless,

meaning in life for a man;

in

but

happiness

can

it

in a

sustain

hence, he believes happiness is not an
watch

a

young

boy

suffer

and

die

Paneloux and Othon re-evaluate their

religious beliefs and begin to understand human fallibility. Their
reI igious fai th

is not

comfort ing

to them as

they die

from

the

plague, isolated from any human touch. They are proof that beliefs
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in abstractions are futile. Some of the other characters (Rambert
and Grand) obtain their happiness
Camus'

claim that

in the face

in the end,

thereby supporting

of the Absurd, man can have only

life, a desire for happiness, and the assurance of death.
In the

end of the novel,

several

of

the characters do not

emerge victoriously. They are symbols of man's failure against the
Absurd. Tarrou is so against death that he prevents himself from
ever being happy. He searches for sainthood but is only reconciled
with death.

Paneloux and Othon are symbolically joined with death

as soon as they support the justice of the plague. Rieux, though,
remains human and even becomes a humanist in the end, because he
reaffirms the goodness of man:

"there are more things to admire in

men than to despise" (287). He realizes that man can make errors in
life, but meanwhile, man can strive for love and happiness.
symbolizes Camus;

Rieux

hence, the development of the philosophy of the

Absurd from The Stranger to The Plague can be witnessed in Rieux's
developing attitudes and beliefs.
in his stance on the Absurd.

Camus has now become less rigid

As Rieux,

he now believes that man

can strive for love and happiness while facing the Absurd.

Emily

Zants says this is a force strong enough to compel men to survive
the "destructive elements of the world of absolutes" - the world of
the Absurd (425); in other words, the struggle for happiness and
love

is

proof

that

man

strives

for

meaning

in

life

and

that

protagonists such as ourselves have motivations to face and live in
the Absurd world.
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Irony is the

final

literary technique

found in The Plague.

Camus uses irony to directly show man the nature of the Absurd.
He creates a host of examples in which irony occurs in the lives of
everyone during the plague.
demonstrate
following:

how

evident

Some obvious examples of

Absurdity

is

in

our

irony that

lives

are

the

during the plague, the cafe houses and theatres remain

open in spite of the closing and quarantine of all other buildings.
Even when the greatest number of people are dying due to exposure
of

the disease,

both places

are

overflowing with people

situation is ironical since the buildings are even open,

The
but

the

fact that all the people crowd them proves that in the face of the
Absurd,
joy.

people seek entertainment,

The other example of

happiness,

companionship,

and

irony is the second occurrence of the

subject of Tarrou and Rieux's discussion on the Terrace.

Tarrou

speaks about the murder, execution, unjust prosecuting attorneys,
decapitation, and innocent criminal
father's legal battles (230-231).

that he witnessed during his

The irony is that these subjects

are first presented in The Stranger.

Camus reiterates them in The

Plague to emphasize the Absurd situations in life.
Each of the characters has an ironical situation associated
with him or his circumstance.
a

change

in

character;

for

Usually, the ironical situation is
instance,

Rambert,

the

Parisian

journalist who attempts to escape the plague and city with the help
of outlaws and bandits,

undergoes a change of heart at the exact

moment that freedom is granted to him.

He denies his sole desire

for happiness and decides to stay and fight the plague with Rieux.
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Ri eux

undergoes

a

change

struggle to fight death.
why

innocents

must

as

he

observes

the

Othon

boy's

He feels helpless and can not understand

suffer.

Rieux

questions

the

universe and confronts Paneloux about his beliefs.

order

of

the

Rieux changes

into a more understanding individual where he becomes less cynical
towards mankind and acquires a pliant attitude (200-201).
The

old

asthma

patient

unassumingly absurd hero.
he does nothing

is

ironical

because

he

is

an

He believes life has no meaning; hence,

to create meaning each day.

He

repetitiously

places pea pods from one bucket to another. Ironically, his health
improves

when

the

sever i ty

of

the

plague

cl imaxes.

Since

he

supports the plague's enmity toward man, he appears to be man's
enemy;

however, he ironically understands the nature of life more

clearly than most of the other characters;
will not

learn from this plague and will

he realizes that man
simply return to his

normal routine (King 66-67).
Cottard is in an ironical situation because he seeks death
when everyone else has life without

any oppression from nature.

When death and the plague are abundant, Cottard feels the urge to
live.

Cottard is the Absurd character.

"His only real crime is

that of having in his heart approved of something that killed off
men, women, and chi ldren"

(qtd. in King 67).

Both Paneloux and Judge Othon are in ironical situations. As
they are isolated from man and are clinging on to their worthless
absolutes -

religion and faith,

they both die from the plague.

Their deaths are only briefly mentioned in the novel.
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Zants states

that these men have the hope that is "divorced from human beings,"
and this hope in abstractions is not "the kind that vanquishes the
plague" (422).

Camus is demonstrating the futility of reactions to

the plague that are not founded in relativity.
One of the greatest ironies in the novel describes Grand.
is a small,

He

insignificant man and an underpaid government clerk,

who has good feelings toward fellow men and is willing to help with
the victims of
attempt

for

the

the plague.
perfect

He

is

sentence.

the ultimate rebel
He protests

with his

the plague

refuses to let it strip him of language and dehumanize him.

and
"One

fine morning in May, a slim young horse-woman might have been seen
riding a glossy sorrel mare along the avenues of the Bois, amongst
the flowers" (245).

This sentence might be ironically ridiculous

and humorous, but it is also the greatest attempt by a common man
to fight the Absurd (King 73-74).
The irony of Tarrou is the most tragic.

He searches for a

perfect state of peace, but his search is futile because the Absurd
prevents anyone from rising above the Absurd human condition.
the novel, Rieux states "for

all

In

those ••• who had looked higher

than man for something they could not even imagine, there had been
no answer.

Tarrou had seemed to attain that difficult

which he had spoken,

peace of

but he had found it only in death, when it

could be of no use to him"

(279). Tarrou ironically catches the

plague and slowly dies from it at the same time that the plague is
disappearing from the city.

Through Tarrou, Camus shows that man

can not search for hope or sainthood in the face of the Absurd.
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The search is futile, and it will devour man.
The plague itself is presented in an ironical manner.
one positive aspect

among all of

It has

its terrible characteristics;

Tarrou remarks, "the plague has its good side; it opens men's eyes
and forces them to take thought" (119). Thomas Merton also notices
that

the

plague

interrupts

man's

life

as

a

"cosmic

irony

tragedy;" in other words, the Absurd-plague enters man's

and

life to

show him the Absurdity within his life (16).
The

final

example

significant. The

irony

of
is

irony

within

that man is

The

Plague

is

very

truly dehumanized by

the

plague and that his actions against the Absurd are truly futile.
Adele King recognizes that "all that the heroes of The Plague can
accomplish is

to increase

their own consciousness of

absurdity.

They uphold man's dignity ••• in a hopeless struggle" (78).
Through all

these examples, Camus brilliantly uses

irony to

demonstrate the reality of the Absurd and the several methods that
man can use to resist it.

Through his suggestive and dramatic style in The Plague, Camus
gives dominant
Absurdity in
demonstrate

symbols and

the world.
the

view of

He includes

acceptable

Absurdities of the world.
his philosophy of

ironical situations

and

to represent

an array of

unacceptable

characters

reactions

to

the
to
the

Through Rieux, Camus states his changing
the Absurd.
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Camus believes

that

the

Absurd prevents
Absurd,

any hope of a

succumb to

agains t i t ;

its power,

never the less,

future.

Man

cling to

abstractions,

man

al ways

choo~es

cont inues

to deny

to

or

the

revolt

search

for

meaning in life.

Camus discovers that man can never effectively

fight

"[Rieux] could only stand, unavailing,

the Absurd:

shore,

empty-handed and sick at heart,

on

the

unarmed and helpless yet

again under the onset of the calamity. And thus, when the end came,
the tears that blinded Rieux' s eyes were tears of impotence" (269).
However,

Camus

concludes

that

since

man

always

searches

for

meaning, "they kn[o]w now that if there is one thing one can always
yearn for and sometimes attain, it is human love" (279).
After writing The Plague, Camus obtained a new perspective of
the Absurd.

He found a worth in man.

Thomas Merton states that

Camus wants "to get the Plague out of his system and start writing
about happiness and love" (23).
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JOURNALS

Camus began his journal at the age of twenty-two in 1935.
He continued it through the Second World War and on until 1951.
It was published as two books:
those of 1942-1951.

the journals of 1935-1942 and

Their title, Carnets, is actually translated

as "notebooks," and not "diaries";

"notebooks" indicates a less

personal account of events, and that is an accurate description
of Camus' style in his journals. Camus does not relate personal
opinions or feelings; instead, he writes with a detached and
objective type of description.

Camus says "I earn the right to

be alive by silence and by secrecy.

The miracle of not having to

talk about myself" (A 53). In all of his entries, Camus is silent
about his personal life and his opinions.

Since the journals

possess no personal or intimate quality, they represent a
descriptive catalogue of ideas for his novels, dialogues, and
travel lists.

Camus mentions that he will write a journal of

unstructured ideas when he finishes his novels:
over: write a hodgepodge.
(A

236).

"when all is

Everything that goes through my head"

Ironically, this is the style of his present journals;

they represent a "hodgepodge" of his ideas and thoughts.
In his journal, Camus records much of the dialogue of his
characters.

He lists several outlines and subjects for chapters

of his current novels.

Camus even includes letters that he has

sent to close friends (A 121,147-152,189).
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Camus' lists of

scenes that he records as he travels and his lists of countless
quotes from ancient philosophers are very impressive.

All of his

journal entries indicate that Camus is a very intellectual and
curious man.
In his journal, Camus' development of the philosophy of the
Absurd is the most important aspect.

From 1935 to 1938 Camus

undergoes what he calls a "self-awareness."
understand himself and the world around him.
realizes the existence of the Absurd.

He tries to
During his quest he

He develops his philosophy

around the Absurd and then tries to find meaning in life so that
he can rise each day and continue to live.

The journals depict

his struggle with what he believes over the sixteen years.

He

becomes less confident of some of his beliefs but still adheres
to many of them.

Camus' journey to know man and the universe is

exemplary and proves that he is a thoughtful man with great
aspirations.

Camus represents the drive in all men for knowledge

and meaning in life.

Camus is proof that man strives for meaning

in the face of the Absurd because Camus, himself, continued to
write and publish works that were intended to help modern man
discover the Absurd and create meaning in his life.

Even though

Camus is sometimes dubious about his beliefs from day to day, he
encourages man that "what I have to say is more important than
what I am" (B 259).
In 1935, Camus begins his self-exploration.

He concerns

himself with what he is as a human and what is his purpose in
life;

"a prisoner in the cave, I lie alone and look at the
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shadow of the world .... But the heart of the air is full of
cold .... Who am I and what can I do ... lf I try to reach myself, it
is at the heart of this light that

I

am to be found" (A 9).

He

says he has found his "self," and it is of the world and not a
transcendent being:

"I do not know what I could wish for rather

than this continued presence of self with self" (A 10).

After he

becomes aware of his "self," he feels that he is estranged from
the world, alone and in exile:
beating in my temples.

"on the way to Paris.

This fever

The strange and sudden withdrawal from

the world and from men" (A 44).

As he feels alone and isolated

from the world, he discovers the indifference of the universe.
He feels that the meaning of his existence eludes him at the same
point that the earth appears to him as very "simple" and having a
"primitive smile."

He says the landscape and the world assure

him that nothing matters in life except his love.

He senses that

the world denies him of a personality and "deprives ... [his]
suffering of its echo."

The world teaches Camus that the

greatest truth in the world is that neither the mind nor heart of
man has any importance.

He states that "this world reduces me to

nothing .... Without anger, it denies that

I

exist"

(A 56).

Camus also learns that man must live with his sufferings.
He must not try to escape them (B 41).

He realizes that the

world removes man's hope and desire to be certain of the future.
Camus concludes that without hope or a future, all that the world
gives man is the certainty of death.

He discovers that although

man is not created with a soul, man forms his soul during his
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lifetime.

Suffering and living matures the soul; and once the

soul is complete, man will die.

Nothing is

meaningful enough to

evade death, and death is all that is certain in life.
After the first three years, in which Camus discovers his
philosophy of the Absurd (that death is the only truth in life
and that the world is indifferent to all),

he determines what he

and others should do after having accepted the Absurdity in life.
He says that man has three things in life that can sustain him:
happiness, the option to revolt and create, and the beauty of
nature.

Camus asserts, "be happy and in harmony with the world.

Earn happiness by following a path which nevertheless leads to
death" (A 73).

By obtaining happiness, man is in revolt against

his Absurd condition.

Camus condones revolt. He does not want

man to succumb to his meaningless and Absurd human condition.
The best way to revolt is to create something.
wonderful pieces of revolt.

Forms of art are

When speaking of art, Camus says,

"the spirit of revolution lies wholly in man's protest against
the human condition" (A 84).

For his personal protest against

the Absurd, Camus continued to write novels until his death in
He believed that "art and the artist remake the world, but

1960.

always with an ulterior motive of protest" (B 88), and that the
purpose of his novels was "form and revolt. To give a form to
what has none is the purpose of any work" (B 185).
Camus' method to sustain his desire to live is to observe
nature.

He has great passion and keen observation concerning

nature.

He turns to nature's beauty when he realizes that the
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world offers no · hope:

"no group of people can live devoid of

beauty." "I cannot live without beauty" (B 70-71).

On February

1939, Camus remarks, "this morning full of sunlight.
warm and full of women.

The streets

Flowers on sale at every corner.

the smiling faces of these young girls" (A 121).
life is apparent in his descriptions of nature.

And

His love of
In the passages

Beyond the window is a garden, but I can see
only its walls. And a few branches flowing
with light. A little higher, I see more
branches, and higher still the sun. And of
all the jubilation of the air that can be
felt outdoors, of all that joy spread out
over all the world .... (A 8-9) and
upright in the wind, the sun warming one side
of my face, I stand speechless as I watch
this unique moment flow past me (A 18),
Camus demonstrates his great awe and respect for nature and life.
This passion for life and beauty in the face of a bleak and
indifferent world is exceptional and unexpected;

however, Camus

admits that "man needs pure beauty to keep his heart content in
order to write beautiful works" (B 141).
As Camus continues his entries, World War II erupts, and the
Absurdity of a war causes Camus to focus on his beliefs.
views the war as a living example of the Absurd.

He

The war teaches

him that the Absurd dehumanizes man and isolates him:

"war

teaches us to lose everything and become what we are not" (A
140).

He recognizes that man's reactions to the Absurd in life

are worthless.

In war or in the world, "one individual's

reaction has no intrinsic importance"
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(A

143).

During the war, Camus begins to be unsure of what he must do
in his life.

He is less confident that he must revolt against

the Absurd instead of doing nothing (A 198).

He wonders if he is

doing any good by continuing to write novels to sustain meaning
in his life:

"there is evidence of a personal assurance that

am beginning to lack.

I

Assurance that one has something to say

and especially that something can be said" (B 70).
Camus begins to become unsure of whether man is good or
evil.

Camus felt, as was evident in Rieux of The Plaque, that

"there are more things in men to admire than to despise" (B 67);
however, during the war Camus asks, "what is man worth? ... All
life long, after what I have seen, I shall have a suspicion and
basic worry about him" (B 155).

At the end of his journals,

Camus concludes that the consequence of revolt against the Absurd
in a world without a God is philanthropy" (B 237).

His confirmed

belief is that men should help other men.
The journals are evidence that Camus is human and that he
struggles with what he thinks he knows.

Because Camus despairs

and has times of uncertainties, man should not disregard what
Camus teaches on the philosophy of the Absurd.

What he is

certain of is that man should find his potential in life and
strive to be intellectual, always thirsting for knowledge in the
face of the Absurd.

Camus, himself, strove to create meaning in

life as he produced essays, novels and plays in his times of both
certainty and uncertainty.

He obviously concludes that man

should revolt against the Absurd because Camus, himself,
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continues to write and find meaning in life until his ironically
Absurd death.
Fortunately, Camus felt compelled to relate his experience
and knowledge of the Absurd to man.

He incorporates all his

thoughts and struggles with the Absurd not only into his
journals, but also into the characters of novels, such as The
stranger and The Plague.

Camus chose to write about the

philosophy of the Absurd because he believed that "for a thought
to change

the world, it must first change the life of the man

who carries it. It must become an example" (B 126).
intended his novels to

Camus

become successful examples of the Absurd

so that man could learn about the world and how to react to it
just as he did throughout his life.
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CONCLUSION

J~t

a very young age of twenty-two, Albert Camus began his

journey to discover the meaning of life.

He discovers the

indifjEerence of the world and the reality that man's actions in
life are basically unimportant and meaningless.
refusE~s

Camus, though,

to allow the Absurdities that he discovers to abate his

desire to live and to create wonderful works of literature.
Camus encompasses the hostilities of the world in order to have a
cause to revolt against all the Absurdities.

He discovers that

nature can offer man much beauty and pleasure even though nature
can also be a source of the Absurd.

At times in his life, Camus

is unsure if his philosophies of the Absurd and his desires to
continue with his writings are correct or appropriate.

Every man

has doubts and periods of incertitude, and Camus is no exception;
however, he survives these uncertain periods and perseveres to
live each day as if the next will not arrive.
Aside from his philosophy of life, Camus' keen perceptions,
his abundant joy for life, and his sensitivity to the beauty of
the world pervade his novels, essays, and journals.

His careful

and lengthy consideration of man's worth and purpose in life
prove that Camus focuses on the essential questions concerning
life.

As an intellectual, Camus never came to a conclusion about

his view of the world.

He just continued to develop his

thoughts, to observe the world around him, and to remain open to
all aspects of man and the world.
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He is a marvelous example of

the conscientious individual who strives to discover and explain
the mysteries of the world.

Each person who searches for the

answers in life discovers something profound;

for Camus, the

Absurd becomes profound.
The purpose of this paper has been to explore Camus'
philosophy of the Absurd in several of his works.

This paper

proves that within Camus' essays, novels, and journals, he
continuously discusses the Absurd in the world and man's
reactions to it. The sections on The stranger and The Plague
demonstrate that Camus uses certain literary techniques to
enhance the many aspects of the Absurd.

Through a highly

dramatic style, symbolism, and irony, Camus demonstrates the
nature of the Absurd, such as its hostility and indifference
towards man.

He uses the techniques to reveal man's struggle

against the Absurd, a struggle between acceptance and rebellion.
Finally, this paper enhances Camus' belief that man continues to
search for meaning in life.

Whether he finds it in art, in

nature, or in life itself, man always strives for significance.
Camus' development of the Absurd is progressive.
views as he realizes new aspects of the Absurd.

He alters his
Each piece of

his work is a delightful revelation of Camus' persistence for
intelligence and of Camus' insistence for meaning.
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